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ABSTRACT

A method to evaluate the different systems performance has been developed and is still under assessment. In
order to perform this job a process computer upgraded in 1992 was used
In this sense and taking into account that the resolution and stability of instrumentation is higher than its
accuracy process data were corrected by software.
In this way, much time spent in recalibration, and also human errors were avoided. Besides, this method
allowed a better record of instrumentation performance and also an early detection of instruments failure.
On the other hand, the process modelizalion, mainly heat and material balances has also been used to check
that sensors, transducers, analog to digital converters and computer software are working properly.
Some of these process equations have been introduced into the computer codes, so in some cases, it is possible
to have an "on line" analysis of process variables and process instrumentation behaviour.
Examples of process analysis arc:
-Heat exchangers, i.e. the power calculated using shell side temperatures is compared with the tube side values.
-Turbine performance is compared with condenser water temperature.
-Power measured on the secondary side (one minute average measurements optimized in order to eliminate
process noise are compared with power obtained from primary side data)
-The calibration of temperatures have been made by direct measurement of redundant sensors and have shown
to be the best method.
-In the case of pressure and differencial pressure transducers are cross checked in service when it is possible.
In the present paper, details of the examples mentioned above and another ones are given and discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Atucha I NPS is a 360 gross Mwe heavy water cooled and heavy water moderated reactor. It has been operating
since 1974 with a load factor of 69.5% and an availability factor of 75%. A brief description of this station can
be read in another paper presented at this meeting [1].
Instrumentation and control technology belongs to earlies 70's. The control system is analogic. There was also a
computer installed but only for data adquisititon and a few on line calculation.
In 1992 data from computer was sent to a PCs system with a special software developed by the Computer
Division of Engineering Department of the Station and the Centra At6mico Bariloche, one of the rcscaich
centres of the Comisi6n Nacional de Energia Atbmica.
Also a software facility that allowed the operator to access to present an historical values of plant variables was
developed.
This paper is about using the data to check that instrumentation is working properly and to perform some
calculations that permits process data analysis.
The analog digital converters A/D C's, included in the computer measure voltage through 20Q resistors in 0-20
mA current loops connected to the transducers either directly or by mean of galvanic separators in those cases in
which that signal could produce a reactor trip.

2. THERMAL MEASUREMENTS

It is very well known that resolution and stability are higher than accuracy. The initial method to verify the
accuracy of thermometric measurements was as follows: during hot shut-down, pressure in the steam generators
was kept constant, obtaining in this way constant temperature in the totality of the sensors. Actual temperature
was obtained using steam tables and correlations for temperatures differences between primary and secondary
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side when steam generators arc dissipating only the power produced by primary coolant pumps and no more than
2 Mw of decay heat. The temperature measurement errors were tabulated and used when necessary to perform
different calculations.
This method was changed in 1995 by the method of direct reading of the spares RTD and thermocouples, while
mantaining constant temperature in the whole reactor.
The condition for a spare RTD to be taken as a reference is that when the thermoelement terminals are short-
circuited the resistance between any pair of the three wires (RTD's tranduccrs in this station measures by means
of three wires), showed differences not higher than .03 Q.
When in hot shut down condition the cross check calibration described by H. Hashemian [2] is used to determine
the proper working of the thermoelements. In table I is it posiblc to observe an example of this measurements.

3. PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS.

In some cases during shut-downs it is possible to make the cross-check between different pressure instruments.

4. DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS.

When it is possible to set some plant valves in such a way that the flow through two flowmcters is the same the
cross check between flowmeters can be perfomed.

5. CURRENT STATE OF PROCESS DATA ADQUISITION AND ANALISIS SYSTEM AT THE
STATION

This paper will be addressed now to the job done either to perform the surveillance of different processes or the
proper operation of the instrumentation.
Current state of process data adquisition system at the station:
Figure I shows schematically the system for data adquisition and data processing. Dashed lines enclosed the
remaining parts of the initial computer.
Software correction on process variables are performed in Computers A and B. Variables that represent the same
physical parameter should in this case indicate the same value and a difference may indicate a malfunction either
of a sensor or a transducer.
Process analysis codes are also resident in the same computers .
All values generated in computer A and or B arc sent to the user computers.
Besides in order to perform the cross calibration of A/D C'S a current loop with the same current ( about 10 mA
) that introduces the same signal in the four A/D C's was installed.

6. SOME EXAMPLES

6.1 Reactor thermal Power Measurement

Reactor thermal power measurements are based on feed-water and blowdown flow rate. The enthalpy and mass
balance in the reactor is performed. Main Pumps power and inventory control system losses are taken into
account. Since water flow measurements are noisy calculations are made over a 1 minute measurement average.
Consistency test is pcrfomed by the quotient between power calculated in each steam generator secondary side
and the enthalpy difference in primary side, to obtain this value the difference of temperatures measured across
the steam generator and the reactor inlet temperature are used in order to improve accuracy. The value obtained
is the mass flow-rate across steam generator primary side and it is almost a constant since the pump flow changes
very little for a given power ( it depends in this case only on fluid density and net frequency ). Also the zero
steam quality at reactor outlet is important in this calculation.

6.2 Turbine Performance

At a given power, turbine performance is only a function of steam pressure, feed water temperature and river
water temperature. Vacuum in the condenser is also function of this two variables. This measurement also
constitute a test of consistency.
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6.3 Power transmitcd at moderator heat exchanger.

If measurements arc accurate enough, power measured from secondary side data should be equal to the value of
primary side within an error of 1.5 Mw. (Power in moderator coolers for 100 % Power ranges between 100 and
110 Mw depending on plant condition).

6.4 Steam Generators and Moderator Coolers Heat Transfer Coefficient

Heat transfer coefficients for SG's and Moderator Coolers are also calculated .Analysis of this data allowed us to
understand the behaviour of one of the moderator heat exchanger analizcd in a paper presented at this meeting
[I].

7. CONCLUSIONS

Process variables consistency analysis constitutes a powerful tool to make early diagnosis of processes or
instrumentation performance. It also may have an important impact on the plant economy since it permits an
increase of the accuracy of the power measurement and also in plant safety and reliability, because safety related
instrumentation may be cross checked with the validated process instrumentation.
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Table I

Signal

QM01T022

QM02T022

QM00T021

QH01T006(GE30)

QH02T006(GE30)

QH02T007

QH01T007

QH02T008

QH02T006

Resistance

n
182.0

181.98

182.11

182.12

182.15

182.51

182.04

182.13

182.10
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